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Constructing Better Leading Edges And Wing Tips by Neil D. Bingham, EAA 183801 1333 N. Oakridge Dr., Centerville, UT 84014
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There can be a few problems encountered with the classic dope and fabric construction methods using thin aluminum sheet for leading edges and metal tubing for wing tip bows. These problems can be largely solved using some of the materials and techniques borrowed from the field of composites. Some of these problems are: a. The coefficients of thermal expansion for Sitka spruce and aluminum are far apart — much farther than Sitka spruce and epoxy/glass. b. The transitions (joints) between aluminum and wood, or steel tube or aluminum tube and wood often cause unsightly bumps and bulges in the final fabric covering. Making these joints strong is difficult also. c. Getting the correct bend form in the thin aluminum sheet is tricky without good tooling. Figure 1 shows the typical construction of a classical wing leading edge where .016 in. aluminum sheet is laid over and nailed to the nose rib/spar structure. First, the coefficient of thermal expansion for aluminum is approximately 12.8 x 10"6 in./in. °F. The same coefficient for Sitka spruce is roughly 2.1 x 10~6. This means that a wing, made up in a 70 degree F shop, for example, when assembled to an aircraft which is subsequently parked on a 120 degree F ramp, will see substantial expansion stresses. The numbers look like this for a 96 in. long wing leading edge and increase as the length of the wing increases:
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FIGURE 1 WING LEADING EDGE



Nose Rib ('/," Ply).



CONSTRUCTION



Inserting top and bottom foam slabs between nose ribs.



Aluminum Expansion (AL,):



AL, = 12.8 x 1Q-6in./in. °F x 96 in. x (120°F-70°F) = .061 in.



Spruce Expansion (AL2): AL2 = (.0000021) (96) (50) in. = .010 in.



The difference in the two rates is taken up somewhere, probably in the nail holes in the spar filler strip. Over a period of time and many temperature



cycles, the nails could loosen and work out through the fabric. If there are a lot of nails and they won't let the aluminum move through large temperature cycles, then buckling of the thin aluminum can occur. An alternate method of construction is shown in the accompanying photo-



Beginning the leading edge with polyurethane foam slabs glued in with "canned" foam. SPORT AVIATION 63



Foamed and glassed aileron slot.



Inserting foam slab for lower wing trailing edge. 64 AUGUST 1986



Foaming in lower wing tip.



Upper wing cockpit cutout framed and glassed.



Upper wing ready for final fabric.



Use of plywood wing tip template.



graphs of wings for a Baby Lakes biplane. For the leading edge, accurately cut slabs of 2.0 Ib./ft.3 urethane foam are glued between the nose ribs and the main spar. After dressing the foam to the shape of the leading edge using the nose ribs as sanding guides, a layer of 6.0 oz./yd.2 bidirectional fiberglass cloth is laid on with one of the proven epoxy systems. One should follow all the rules of good composite construction, making sure the cloth is wetted in intimate contact with bare wood in the nose ribs and spare filler strips. The differential expansion is now about 1/6 that of aluminum and wood, for the coefficient of thermal expansion for epoxy/glass is about 4.0 x 10~6 in./in. °F. The resulting .009 in. differential in the example above can easily be absorbed, for the epoxy/glass is resilient and very tough. The same technique can be employed in making other parts of the wing with very satisfying results. They include: a. Wing tips. Foam in, sculpt to the exact shape shown in the plans and glass in the entire wing tip. The metal tube or wooden bow can be eliminated. Tie in the leading edge with the wing tip with an overlapping extra layer of epoxy/glass. Lay two extra 2.0 in. wide



glass cloth tapes along the wing tips edge to replace the strength of the eliminated bow. b. Trailing edge. Place a 1.0 in. thick foam slab between the rib trailing tips. These slabs should be about 2.5 in. wide. When the glue is cured, sand down one side only, leaving the thick aft edge for support when laying up the glass. After the one-sided layup cures a day or so, dress down the other side. But before laying on the epoxy/glass, cut the feather edge of the foam back about 3/8 in., fill with flox (a stiff mixture of chopped cotton fibers and epoxy). Then lay on the fiberglass. When cured a day, trim and lay on a 1.0 in. wide glass cloth tape along the forward edge of the foam slabs between the ribs. The resulting triangular cross section trailing edge can be sanded straight along the aft edge with a long straight sanding block. The result is a tough and durable trailing edge of pleasing straightness. c. Flap slot area. It is simple to make the inside radius with a tube sanding block approximately 2.0 in. dia. x 24 in. long. A piece of the tube the glass cloth was shipped in works well. Glue 80 grit sand paper on the tube with no overlapping joints. The great benefits from this process, aside from the aforementioned reduction in thermal expansion stresses are:



a. Surprisingly smooth and pleasing transitions between differing materials, i.e., eliminating unsightly bulges and bumps in the final fabric covering. b. Strong joints, therefore stronger wings. c. Near perfect wing tips and leading/trailing edges. d. Smooth surfaces for wing fabric envelopes. e. Easier repair of future "dinged" edges, i.e., "hangar rash". As a final "clincher", there is a negligible increase in weight since some of the metal and wood structure is replaced by foam, epoxy and fiberglass. The wings for the Baby Lakes biplane in the photos are built this way. The weight increase of the 16.3 ft. upper wing over the plans built version was less than one pound. No attempt has been made to teach the techniques of composite construction beyond a few selected hints. One unfamiliar with the art should consult someone who is. As a second alternative, a copy of one of the many good books on the art could be obtained and followed wisely. Nor is it inferred that this process is faster, for it is altogether possible that it is more time consuming. However, the results, as in all quality composite construction, are gratifying and well worth the time invested.
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